Job offer
US CLINICAL & TECHNICAL SUPPORT SPECIALIST

Volta Medical is an innovative start-up in the south of France, aimed at creating and bringing to the
market AI software products to help cardiologists during heart surgeries.
We are a team of world-known cardiologists, data scientist and managers from France and US
working in a great environment in order to make difference on the health market. Our main product
is a therapeutic solution using data-driven approach for treating AF based on intracardiac signals’
analysis. This solution builds on artificial intelligence approaches to gain insight into innovative
therapies for AF.
In fact, this represents one of the first fully AI-guided successful surgical procedures, serving as a
revolutionary step in the field of AI.
Our technology has been granted the “Seal of excellence” by European commission, as well as
appraised by research institutions, regional authorities and journals, such as “Les Echos” and “La
Provence”. We have recently raised 2.3 million and our team is rapidly growing, with 5 new
employees joining us in December.
Our start-up has been mentioned in DICardiology, MedTech Insight, as well as in numerous French
journals.

https://medtech.pharmaintelligence.informa.com/MT122844/New-AI-Tech-To-ImproveAFib-Treatment-Slated-For-2020-Market-Launch
https://www.lesechos.fr/pme-regions/innovateurs/0301772878590-volta-medical-fait-entrerlintelligence-artificielle-au-bloc-operatoire-2183240.php

https://www.volta-medical.com/

Mission
With the CSO (based in the US) and COO (based in Paris), the US Clinical & Technical Support
Specialist will successfully deploy the software for clinical trials and commercialization in the
American centers. The mission is both commercial - to access hospitals in the US in order to
install the software and invoice it and technical - to manage the technical problems in the
operating room, optimize the fluid use of the VOLTA software, support the clinical cases and
list the problems encountered (computer bugs ...), help centers solve the technical
problems.
The position will be the link between the European deployment team and the US market. His
central role will make him an employee with very high visibility, responsibility and growth
opportunities. The Clinical & Technical Support Specialist will be the ambassador of the
brand in the US.
Growth opportunity within the company: management responsibilities when new US Clinical
& Technical Support Specialist will be hired (approx. 2020).
Frequent travel within the US and eventual travel to Europe is expected, as well as 1-2
months of training in the head office in France.

https://www.volta-medical.com/

Type of contract
Full-time contract

Location
USA East Coast

Required Skills
- Technical and sales background
- Basic software skills (Microsoft Office) and good computer skills in general
- Excellent communication skills
- Driving license

Required profile
•
•
•
•

Experience in sales (ideally in health or even medical imaging).
Familiar with different aspects of business relationships.
Able to integrate in a multidisciplinary team with varied profiles.
Dynamic, enthusiastic, with an interest in medicine and new technologies.

Remuneration
Good employee benefits and remuneration based on skills and experiences.

How to apply?
If you are interested send us your CV to contact@volta-medical.com and let us know your
availability.

https://www.volta-medical.com/

